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PFLP condemns the murderus crimes of the
Israeli pirates and salutes the heroes of the
Freedom Flotilla
Tuesday 8 June 2010, by PFLP (Date first published: 1 June 2010).

June 1, 2010 — The Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine condemns the latest Israeli
massacre on the high seas, in international waters, the brutal assault on the international Freedom
Flotilla to Gaza on May 31, 2010.

The Israeli state terror pirates, said the Front, attacked the humanitarian aid and international
solidarity ships with firearms and commandos; the Front said that this is the latest crime against
humanity committed by the occupation state, illustrating its blatant disregard for international law.

The Front saluted all of the members of the Freedom Flotilla, particularly the martyrs and wounded,
saying that these are martyrs of the Palestinian people and the Palestinian cause, and of the struggle
of people everywhere for liberation, justice and freedom, and will be immortal in our struggle, and
that the Flotilla’s prisoners are with the prisoners of our Palestinian Arab nation, prisoners of
freedom in the hands of a terror occupation state.

It called upon the Palstinian movement in Palestine and in exile and all progressive forces around
the world to continue and escalate their actions at Israeli embassies and consulates around the
world, including emulating the example of the Turkish people in occupying the Israeli embassy in
Anakara, and demanded an immediate end to any so-called indirect or direct negotiations with the
murderous regime.

The Front demanded that all Arab nations end their relations with the occupation state and cut off
diplomatic ties, demanding serious international action at an official level to bring the criminal
leaders of the occupation state to justice in international courts and severely punish them for their
crimes. Furthermore, the Front said that the United States government and all silent and complicit
governments bear responsibility for this latest crime as well as all of the ongoing crimes of this
occupation state against the Palestinian Arab people.

The Front pledged to hold fast to the examples of these activists, the latest martyrs of the great
struggle of people for liberation and return and for justice in the face of an occupier and invader.
They shall live on, the PFLP pledged, in the determination and resistance of the Palestinian people to
see justice and freedom and end the crimes of the terror state.
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